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Abstract
In this Note we give a proof of a generalized version of the classical Budan–Fourier theorem,
interpreting sign variations in the derivatives in terms of virtual roots.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The notion of virtual root was introduced in [5] in the case of polynomials. The virtual
roots provide d continuous “root fonctions” on the space all real polynomials of a given
degreed, with an interlacing property linking virtual roots ofP and virtual roots ofP ′. Froma
computational point of view, there is no need to know the coefﬁcients with inﬁnite precision
in order to compute the virtual roots with ﬁnite precision: the discontinuity phenomenon
of real roots vanishing in the complex plane “disappears”. Another nice fact is that all real
roots of P are virtual roots and all virtual roots are real roots of P or of one of its derivatives.
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Theorem 2 of this note shows that the Budan–Fourier count always gives the number
of virtual roots (with multiplicities) on an interval (a, b]. So the quantity by which the
Budan–Fourier count exceeds the number of actual roots is explained by the presence of
extra virtual roots.
The Budan–Fourier count of virtual roots is a useful addition to [5]. It gives a way to
obtain approximations of the virtual roots, by dichotomy, merely by evaluation of signs of
derivatives.
We formulate and prove the results in a more general framework than the one of poly-
nomials, by introducing the notions of degree and successive derivatives with respect to
a sequence f of positive functions. The motivating example for introducing this enlarged
framework is given by “fewnomials”: one takes into account the number ofmonomials (pos-
sibly with real exponents), and not the actual degree. The framework can also be applied to
exponential polynomials, for instance.
The nice properties of virtual roots of polynomials remain essentially the same for f-
virtual roots. We have for instance the interlacing property (Proposition 2). The main
result is that the Budan–Fourier count (with f-derivatives) gives the exact number of f-
virtual roots on an interval, and, hence, an upper bound on the number of actual roots
(Theorem 1).
1. Generalized Budan–Fourier theorem
The number of sign changes, V(a), in a sequence, a = a0, . . . , ap, of elements inR\{0}
is deﬁned by induction on p by
V(a0) = 0,
V(a0, . . . , ap) =
{
V(a1, . . . , ap)+ 1 if a0a1 < 0,
V(a1, . . . , ap) if a0a1 > 0.
This deﬁnition extends to any ﬁnite sequence a of elements in R by considering the ﬁnite
sequence b obtained by dropping the zeros in a and deﬁning V(a) = V(b), stipulating that
V of the empty sequence is 0.
In the following we ﬁx an interval (,), with  ∈ R ∪ {−∞},  ∈ R ∪ {+∞} and
we denote by C∞(,) the ring of inﬁnitely differentiable functions on (,). Let G =
g0, g1, . . . , gN be a sequence of elements of C∞(,) and let a be an element of (,).
The number of sign changes of G at a, denoted by V(G; a), is V(g0(a), . . . , gN(a)). Given
a and b in (,) we write V(G; a, b) for V(G; a)− V(G; b).
Let f = (f0, f1, . . .) be an inﬁnite sequence of positive functions in C∞(,). For
i ∈ N, deﬁne the operator Di on C∞(,) by Dig = (g/fi)′. By deﬁnition, a function
g ∈ C∞(,) is of f-degree d if and only if
D0D1 · · ·Ddg = 0 and D1 · · ·Ddg = 0 (g = 0 in case d = 0).
The f-degree of a function might not be uniquely deﬁned; we implicitly assume in this case
that the f-degree is given with the function.
Let g be a function of f-degree d. The listDerf (g) of f-derivatives of g is by deﬁnition the
listg0, . . . , gd,wheregd = g andgi−1 = Digi for i = d, . . . , 1.Note thatgi is of f-degree i.
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The f-multiplicity of a root a of g is the index m such that gd(a) = · · · = gd−m+1(a)
= 0, gd−m(a) = 0. In particular, if a is not a root of g, its f-multiplicity is 0.
Note that g changes sign at a if and only if the f-multiplicity of a is odd. This can be
checked by induction on the f-multiplicity, using the variation of g/fd .
Example 1. Take (,) = R and f = (1, 1, . . .). The Di are the usual derivatives, and a
function of f-degree d is, of course, a polynomial of degree d. We recover the usual notion
of list of derivatives of g and the usual notion of multiplicity.
The following example is the motivating example for the introduction of the f-degree
and of the f-derivatives. Here the f-degree is the number of monomials (possibly with real
exponents) minus 1, and the successive f-derivative decrease the number of monomials by
one.
Example 2. We start with
g(x) = adxrd + ad−1xrd−1 + · · · + a0xr0 ,
where ad = 0 and (r0, . . . , rd) is an increasing sequence of real numbers. The function g
is in C∞((0,+∞)). Take
f = (xrd−rd−1−1, xrd−1−rd−2−1, . . . , xr1−r0−1, xr0 , 1, 1, . . .).
Then g is of f-degree d and its f-derivatives are
gd−1(x)= ad(rd − r0)xrd−r0−1 + ad−1(rd−1 − r0)xrd−1−r0−1 + · · ·
+a1(r1 − r0)xr1−r0−1
...
g1(x)= ad(rd − r0)(rd − r1) · · · (rd − rd−2)xrd−rd−2−1
+ad−1(rd−1 − r0)(rd−1 − r1) · · · (rd−1 − rd−2)xrd−1−rd−2−1
g0(x)= ad(rd − r0)(rd − r1) · · · (rd − rd−1)xrd−rd−1−1.
In particular we have V(Derf (g); x) = V(a0, a1, . . . , ad) for every x > 0 sufﬁciently
small.
Example 3. Take
f = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, eax, 1, 1, 1, . . .).
where a is a nonzero real number. Then a function
g(x) = P(x)+Q(x)eax ∈ C∞(R),
where P,Q ∈ R[x] and deg(Q) = 5 is of f-degree 6+ deg(P ).
This example may be easily generalized in many ways.
We are going to prove the following result:
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Theorem 1 (Generalized Budan–Fourier theorem). Let g ∈ C∞(,) be of f-degree d.
Denote by n(g; (a, b]) the number of roots of g in (a, b] counted with f-multiplicities. Then:
• n(g; (a, b]) is not greater than V(Derf (g); a, b) (which is obviously d).
• V(Derf (g); a, b)− n(g; (a, b]) is even.
The classical Budan–Fourier theorem [3,4] generalizes the Descartes rule [2] and is a
particular case, corresponding to the situation of Example 1. Generalized Budan–Fourier
theorem in the particular case of Example 2 was already known to Sturm [6].
A natural question is to interpret the difference V(Derf (g); a, b) − n(g; (a, b]). This is
done through virtual roots. The consideration of virtual roots will also provide a proof of
Theorem 1.
2. Deﬁnition and properties of generalized virtual roots
The notion of virtual root was introduced in [5] in the case of polynomials.
We generalize the deﬁnition of virtual roots and precise the notion of virtual multiplicity
in our context of f-derivatives.We ﬁrst deﬁne the notion of f-virtual multiplicity, proceeding
by induction on the f-degree.
Deﬁnition 1. Let g be a function of f-degree 0. For every a ∈ (,), the f-virtual multi-
plicity of a as a root of g is 0.
Let g be a function of f-degree d > 0. Let a be a point in (,), and let  be the f-virtual
multiplicity of a as a root of Ddg. Then the f-virtual multiplicity of a as a root of g is
•  + 1 if g(x)Ddg(x) is negative for x < a close to a and positive for x > a close to a
(this means that g(x)/fd(x) goes away from 0 as x leaves a in both directions, i.e., |g/fd |
has a local minimum at a),
•  if g(x)Ddg(x) does not change sign at a (this means that g(x)/fd(x) goes closer to 0
as x leaves a in one direction, and away from 0 as x leaves a in the other direction, i.e.,
|g/fd | is monotone near a),
•  − 1 if g(x)Ddg(x) is positive for x < a close to a and negative for x > a close to a
(this means that g(x)/fd(x) goes closer to 0 as x leaves a in both directions, i.e., |g/fd |
has a local maximum at a).
Note that if a is a root of g, the f-virtual multiplicity of a as a root of g is necessarily
+ 1.
Example 4. Let us take an example in the case of polynomials (as in Example 1). Let P be
a polynomial of degree 2.
• If P has two distinct real roots, they have virtual multiplicity 1 and the virtual multiplicity
is zero elsewhere.
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• Otherwise, the root of P ′ has virtual multiplicity 2 as root of P (even if it is not a root of
P), and the virtual multiplicity is zero elsewhere.
It is not obvious from the deﬁnition that the f-virtual multiplicity is everywhere nonneg-
ative. This follows from the next proposition.
Proposition 1. Let g be of f-degree d. For every a ∈ (,), the f-virtual multiplicity of a
as a root of g is not less than its f-multiplicity, and the difference is even.
Proof. The proof is by induction on d. The claim obviously holds if d = 0. We assume
now that d > 0 and the claim holds for d − 1; in particular, it holds for Ddg. We denote by
 the f-virtual multiplicity of a as a root of Ddg and by  its f-multiplicity; we have 
and −  even.
• If a is a root of g, then its f-virtual multiplicity as a root of g is +1 and its f-multiplicity
is + 1. The claim holds in this case.
• If a is not a root of g and  and  are even, then Ddg does not change sign at a and g/fd
is monotonic in a neighborhood of a. Hence, the f-virtual multiplicity of a as a root of g
is  and its f-multiplicity is 0. The claim holds in this case.
• If a is not a root of g and  and  are odd, then Ddg changes sign at a. It follows that the
f-virtual multiplicity of a as a root of g is + 1 or − 1, while its f-multiplicity is 0. The
claim also holds in this case. 
We can now deﬁne the f-virtual roots.
Deﬁnition 2. Let g be a function of f-degree d on (,). A real a in (,) is a f-virtual
root of g if and only if it has a positive f-virtual multiplicity as root of g.
Note that every root of g is a f-virtual root, and that every f-virtual root of g is an actual
root of g or of one of its f-derivatives.
When g is a polynomial of degree d having d distinct real roots, Rolle’s theorem implies
that these roots are interlaced with the roots of the derivative g′. This interlacing property
holds in all cases for virtual roots [5]. We make precise this interlacing property in the
context of f-derivatives.
Proposition 2. Let g be a function of f-degree d > 0 on (,), and assume that Ddg has
at least one f-virtual root. Order the f-virtual roots of Ddg as
b1b2 · · · bn,
with repetitions according to f-virtual multiplicities.
• Assume g(x)/fd(x) goes away from 0 as x leaves b1 on the left side, or g has a root
in (, b1). Assume also that g(x)/fd(x) goes away from 0 as x leaves bn on the right
side, or g has a root in (bn,). Then there are n + 1 f-virtual roots a1 · · · an+1 of
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g counted with f-virtual multiplicity, and they are interlaced with the f-virtual roots of
Ddg as follows:
a1b1a2b2 · · · anbnan+1.
• If g(x)/fd(x) goes closer to 0 as x leaves b1 on the left side and g has no root in (, b1),
delete a1.
• If g(x)/fd(x) goes closer to 0 as x leaves bn on the right side and g has no root in (bn,),
delete an+1.
Proof. First, recall that a f-virtual root c of Ddg of f-virtual multiplicity  contributes for
 − 1 to the f-virtual multiplicity as a root of g, plus one for each side of c along which
g(x)/fd(x) goes away from 0 as x leaves c.
Now consider distinct consecutive f-virtual roots c and d of Ddg. The function g/fd is
monotonic on (c, d). Hence, either there is a root of g in (c, d), or g(x)/fd(x) goes away
from 0 as x leaves c on the right side, or g(x)/fd(x) goes away from 0 as x leaves d on the
left side, and these three possibilities are exclusive.
The interlacing property follows from these considerations. 
Note that we have a property of alternation of signs: There is  ∈ {−1, 1} such that, for
every x ∈ (,) such that ai < x < ai+1, the sign of g(x) is (−1)i (it is understood that
0 id and that the corresponding inequality is deleted when ai or ai+1 does not exist).
This follows from the relation between the change of sign of g(x) and the parity of the
f-multiplicity of roots, and from the fact that the difference between f-virtual multiplicity
and f-multiplicity is even.
3. Virtual roots and sign variations in derivatives
We denote by v(g; (a, b]) the number of f-virtual roots of g in (a, b], counted with
f-virtual multiplicities. By Proposition 1, we have v(g; (a, b])n(g; (a, b]), and the dif-
ference is even. The section is devoted to the proof of the following result.
Theorem 2. Let g be a function of f-degree d, and let a < b be real numbers in (,).
Then:
v(g; (a, b]) = V(Derf (g); a, b).
In particular, the number of f-virtual roots of g counted with f-virtual multiplicities is at
most d.
The generalized Budan–Fourier theorem (Theorem 1) follows immediately from Propo-
sition 1 and Theorem 2. The following lemmas are the key to the proof of Theorem 2. In
these lemmas, g is a function of f-degree d, and we denote by gd = g, gd−1, . . . , g0 the
f-derivatives of g.
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Lemma 1. Let a ∈ (,). There is ε > 0 such that, for every x ∈ (a, a + ε),
V(Derf (g); a, x)= 0,
v(g; (a, x])= 0.
Proof. The ﬁrst part of the assertion is the only one which deserves a proof. If gi(a) = 0
for i = 0, . . . , d, the claim is obvious. If gi(a) = 0 and gi+1(a) = · · · = gi+(a) = 0,
then gi+1(x), . . . , gi+(x) all have the same sign as gi(x) for x > a close to a; hence the
number of sign changes remains the same, and the claim is proved. 
Lemma 2. Let c ∈ (,) have f-virtual multiplicity w as a root of g. Choose a and b such
that  < a < c < b <  and no gi , 0 id , has a root in [a, c) ∪ (c, b]. Then
V(Derf (g); a, b) = w.
Proof. The proof of the claim is by induction on the f-degree d of g. The claim obviously
holds if d = 0. Now assume d > 0 and that the claim holds for d − 1. If  is the f-
virtual multiplicity of c as a root of Ddg, we have V(Derf (Ddg); a, b) =  by the inductive
assumption. We check the different cases, using the deﬁnition of f-virtual multiplicity by
induction on the f-degree.
• If g(x)Ddg(x) is negative for ax < c and positive for c < xb, we have w = + 1
and V(Derf (g); a, b) = V(Derf (Ddg); a, b)+ 1.
• If g(x)Ddg(x) does not change sign at c, we have w =  and V(Derf (g); a, b) =
V(Derf (Ddg); a, b).
• If g(x)Ddg(x) is positive for ax < c and negative for c < xb, we have w = − 1
and V(Derf (g); a, b) = V(Derf (Ddg); a, b)− 1.
The claim follows in each of these cases. 
Theorem 2 follows from the preceding lemmas and from the obvious additive property:
for every c ∈ (a, b),
v(g; (a, b])= v(g; (a, c])+ v(g; (c, b]),
V(Derf (g); a, b)=V(Derf (g); a, c)+ V(Derf (g); c, b).
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